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I:	 INTRODUCTION
The goal of the subject research contract was to evaluate
the feasibility of application of the cross beam remote sensing
technique to problems in atmospheric physics	 To accomplish this
goal, a study was made of the sources of probing signals in the
lower and upper atmosphere., the fluctuation properties of the
atmosphere at high altitudes and the detailed theory required to
relate the mean value properties of the atmosphere at high altitudes
to the experimentally measurable cross beam variables (e.g two bea-,•.t
fluctuation products, correlation functions, and fluctuation power
spectra). To demonstrate the applicability of the cross beam
method to upper atmospheric remote sensing, the specific case of
the determination of the atomic oxygen density profile at high
altitudes by cross beam measurements was worked out
Erq,,hasis was placed mainly upon atmospheric processes
occurring at high altitudes because investigations of the feasibility
of application of the cross beam method to the lower altitude regime
were currently underway at Midwest Research institute, tl) In
addition, experimental investigations related to lower atmospheric
wind and turbulence which utilized apparatus developed at IITRI
under contract to MSFC were being conducted at IITRi^ Z) and GSU(3),
in a cooperative program initiated by MStC.- The high altitude
applications of the cross beam method discussed herein are based
on concepts and theory developed for the laboratory applications
to turbulent flows by Fisher et a1, (4) to atmos heric applications
concepts by Davies and Deuel, `ID and ctners- `e TO)
11T RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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ANALYTICAL STUDY OF FLUGI' A rIONS SOURCES IN THE ATMOSPHERE
In this section we examine the characteristics of probing
signals which can be used with the cross beam remote sensi"g,
technique. The types of sources,the kin g s of fiuctuati-ins which
may modulate their received intensity, their altitude distribution,
and the relationship of the signal characteristics to the source
characteristics are all considered	 Me intensity fluLtuat.ion of
a probing signal which passes through the atmoopneric experimental
volume, or is emitted therefrom, is the direct result of fluctuations
of either the number density or the interaction coefficient of the
atmospheric constituents with the proLing signal
	
In this study
we consider fluctuations of number aensit5 of an emitting species,
and fluctuations in number density of an absorbing or scattering
species. Previous work by Davies (Ref, 11) considers the case of
'	 thermal fluctuations wherein both partial pressure and temperature
may vary.
Two general areas have been considered in the ar.alytic_al
study of fluctuation sources and probing signals: the sources of
s	probing signal emission or modulation in the atmosphere as a
function of wavelength and altitude, and their relationship to
upper atmospheric turbulent structure and to the mean density
profiles of minor species of aeronomical interest 	 In both cases,
the mechanisms which cause the probing signal intensity fluctuations
must be understood in order to relate the measurements to the
atmospheric processes of interest
A, Lower Atmosphere Sources of Probing Signals
z
The atmosphere may be treated both as a source of a probing
signal and as a medium for modulation of an externally generated
probing signal. Both of these effects may be described as a
Qnctiun of altitude in We ALMubphere, as a N"Ltion of wavelength,
and as a function of LLe particular cross beam conf_gUraLlon to be
HT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
used, i.,e,, satellite, airc raft, or ground-based.
Scattering of Q unlight by aerosols anct molecular (Rdyleigrl)
scattering processes is controlled primarily by the e-ponential
atmospheric density distrib-ution with altitude and ljy the aeros,l
distribution in the lower armosphere. because esbentially 67 percent
of the atmosphere is located in the lowest scale neigh ,  (, 6 km)
and 90 percent in the lowest two scale heignts (--12 km), it is
clear that scattering processes as a source of probing signal -3-re
limited mainly to the troposphere, Figure I (Ref 12) illustrates
the observed altitude distr ibutioa of atmospheric densi[.y and a
typical aerosol distribution, The falloff of sky spectral
luminance as a function of altitude, which clearly follows the
exponential behavior suggested in figure 1. is itlustrated in
i igure 2 (Ref , 13) ,
The spectral luminance of the sk y
 cauf.ed by multiple
Rayieigh scattering is also a function of tne observation angle
wit:h respect to the zenith and to the sun, Figure 3 illustrates
the coordinates of the look an-le solar elevation, and LenithC.5	 2
angle used in the family of graphs, FigurE!,4 trlrDugh 10	 TabuldLions
are available of r--Iative spectral luminance at se,3 level in
Reference 14, The data are tabula t-1 fo-Y selected values of
w,^velength,X ' surface spectral reL.ectance, A, solar zenitn
angle, () 0 3 observational zenith angle, 0, ' and projected obser.-
vational azimuch, ^, referred Lo as the sol p r azimuth, Absolute
sky spectral luminances were calculated from ttiese relative values
for selected examples by multiplying by the mean incident solar
flux densities given in Table 1 (15) and by di-iding by 2-7t.
Figures 4 ^hrough 10 describe graphically tile contents of the
length y
 tables and indicate the relative effects of vari,;!.— of
the parameters,
Figure 4 shows that zenith spectral Luminance increases
by approximately a factor of 2 with ii:creased surface -reflectance
(A) from 0 to 0 8 whereas the e f it. , t of wavolength chai;ge from
IIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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{TABLE I MEAN SOLAR SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE VALUES
Wavelength, Spectral
	 irradiance
micron w; rin g ^..
0,31:2 0.0772
0,3715 0.1314
0.4365 0.1852
0.495 0.2050
0.546 0.1966
0,644 0.1661
0.809 0	 1174
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0 3m to 0 8,+4 results in a 50 fold decrease in luminance 	 Because
radiance is not highly dep,,ncient on --arface reflectance, the
rem2irider of the figures were drawn for surface reflectance
A = 0 25
Figure 5 shows zenith spectral luminance at selected solar
zenith angles	 For the sun near the h^)rizon, a mucti larger change
in spectral luminance versus zenith :angle occurs for wavelengths
less than 0.45 micron than for longer wavelengths
Figure 6 shows spectral luminance away from the zenith
For the s ymmetrical case of 3 zenith suns
	 itie variar_io,. is less
than 10 percent doi,nr to 45 percent from the zenitn, but rises by
a factor of 10 in the red and near• intrared as the norizon is
approached, here is negligible varia*_ion near 0 35 micron, and
a slight decrease at 0 SO micron 	 Ine maximun , sk y spectral
luminance at a 0 25 value of surface reflectance, 0 022 w/cm 2 •,A4 -ster,
occurs at the horizon at 0 5 micron
	 The nighest value
0 041 w/cm2
 ` -ster, occurs for refle,ta r--ze A = 0 8, G o = 23 0 ,
0 = 89 :1 and 0 = 0'
Figure 7 expresses the same _-iforn.ation as Figure 3 with
solar zenith angle rather than wav,^l«.ngtn as the independent
variable. This plot more directly describes variatior, with time
of day_ Blue darkens more rapidly than red with approaching
sunset, a conclusion not immediately evident from Figure 3
Figures 8, 9 and 10 show the variatior. c.L^ bk,. spectral
luminance with azimuth angle that occurs when <<either solar nor
observation angle is zero
	 Figure 8 shows that even witn 0 
unly 37', spectral luminance varies by a factor of 1:5 with
azimuth, and ror 0 C = 66 0 and 84', the variation is less than
a factor of two	 These curves were draken for 0 546 micron wave-
length
In summary, the spectral luminance at Lle energy peak
(0 55 micron) in the absence of aerusol scattering may be as 1o,i
as 0 0017 w/cm ` ster /q at zenith for a clear winter moon at
IIT RESEARCi; INSTITUTE
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latitude 41' (O o = 65'), as high as 0.010 w/cM 2 ster /v at the
horizon for a summer noon, and up to '' 04 w/cm 1 ster -p at shorter
wavelengths
	
The spectral luminance decLeases by a factor of
1.5 to 1 at 90' from the solar azimuth and returns at 180'.
Consideration of the wavelength sensitivity of ata,k.p^ptleric
scattering prucesses ir. both Rayleign ane particulate scatter is
also required	 Average measured sky spectral luminar:ce as a
function of wavelength in the visible is illustrated in Figure 11
The change ii, "color" of the sk y with changing solar zenith angle
and with pointing angle was illustrated previously in Figure 5 and
6	 In the visible region there is little reasor, tU pick one
wavelength over another except to minimize the _angular dependence
of brightness and to maximize the source of scattering Ly the
Rayleigh mechanism as opposed to particulate scatter or vice versa.
The significant wavelength effects come into play when changes of
detector altitude from the troposphere to satellite altitude occur
In addition LO the scattered sunlight probing signal
source in the troposphere, the action of the tr,-.p,-spnere extinction,
fluctuations upon a signal rr.ust be considered	 just as scattering
is the most important daytime source of pr,be signal in the
trop-sphere, scattering is the most important extinction process.
Over	 extinction throughout the troposphere must be computed for
each geometrical path configuration using the appropriate model
atmosphere. However, the altitude variation and the spectral
variation of the extinction coefficient provide a simple Input to
the description of the overall problem. rigure 11 (from data in
Ref 11) illustrates the altitude variation of the extinction
coef ficient for two wavelengths and separates the Rayleigh
scattering extinction coefficient from the particulate scattering..
1he coefficient for particulate scattering is for a nominally
"clear" sky	 Obviously the presence of ice crystals, man-made
sources of air pollution, and other sources of atmospheric
turbidity will greatly increase the values give.- nerein	 Again,
11T RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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it is clear that for the lowest part of the troposphere, there is
no definite advantage in choosing one wavelength region over
another in the visible spectrum 	 However, if the cross beam
experiment seeks to emphasize the extinction processes in one
region of the lower atmosphere as .,pposed to another kin order to
increase signal-to noise rati:. ) , then the altitude dependence of
the extinction coefficient at different wa%elengths must be
considered, Figure D illustrates this in more detail for the
lower part of the troposphere	 It ma y be concludea that extinction
of an external signal source is much more uniform over the
t - oposphere in the blue region than in the near infrared 	 On the
.)ther hand, Figure 12 shows that the extinction coefficient in
tLe red portion of the spectrum eventually exceeds that for the
blue as altitude increases and the tropcpause is passed
The appe,rance of the sky in the nonvisible portion of the
spectrum and its variation in spectral luminance with wavelength
and altitude must be treated somek. hat differentl y than for the
visible region	 Because scattering efficiency dro ps rapidly with
increasing wavelength, scattering as o source of probing signal
is not important for the infrared region, 	 in the near ultraviolet,
ozone absorption below about 3000 A becomes significant and these
wavelengths are not usetul for sensors below the peak of the ozone
laver at about 20 to 30 kcr	 At the ground, the greatest atmospheric
effects in the infrared are a result of the absorption bands of
atmospheric constituents
	 Figure 14 illustrates the absorption
of the solar spectrum b y
 molecular bands in the near infrared
Farther into the infrared, the solar spectrum is absorbed as
before, but emission of thermal radiation becomes important
Figure 15 illustrates the correspondence in wavelength of
absorption bands obQcived in the daytime and emission bands
observed at night. Most of the important bands are attributed
to ozone, molecular oxygen, carbon dioxide, and water vapor
	 The
important bar.d s ystems in the infrared attributable to atmospheric
constituents are tabulated in Table 11, 111) The comparison of
!IT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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sea level sky radiance and that at
	 30 kilometers clearly shows
the reduction of scatter and superimposed absorption bands at
short infrared wavelengths. At longer wavelengths, 	 above about
2.5 microns,
	
the	 thermal emission from the atmosphere becomes
more important	 than scatter, and,	 again,	 absorption bands
are important at sea	 level. At	 the higher altitude,
	 however,
onl y thermal emission bands are -)resent and are important to
wavelengths greater than 60 microns
	
Correspondence of thermal
emission peaks observed at 30 km altitude with the dips in
atmospheric transmission at sea level in the infrared region shows
that thermal emission may be usaLle as a probing signal for a
high--aititude sensor whereas extinction by lower altitude
processes would cause added modulation to appear on	 the probe
signal.
The ultraviolet region as a source of probing signals is
much more restricted than either the visible or the infrared
because the atmosphere becomes transparent to ultraviolet below
3000 A only above about 30 km. The shorter wavelengths which
cause ionization and dissociation of molecular species have a
unit optical depth in the atmosphere at even higher altitudes-
Figurel6 illustrates the altitude at which unit optical depth
occurs as a function of ultraviolet wavelength. 
-It is easily
seen that over much of the ultraviolet spectral range, only
saLellite measurements looking downward are feasible because the
atmosphere is still optically thick looking upwards from typical
balloon altitudes (35 km) and is opticall y thin looking upwards
from typical satellite orbital altitudes (400 km).
The characteristics of
probing signals ma y
 be related
experiments and are especially
may be observed from either th
altitudes as a function of the
applications are summarized it
the lower atmospheric sources of
to the paramett— s of cross beam
useful in defining the region which
P ground or from satellite orbital
wavelength of observation
	 These
Table 1I1.
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From the standpoint of a ground based cross beam experiment,
the overall signal level defined by the spectral luminance of the
sky, its range of values, and the mayor experimental factor which
affect ti-.e ;, gna' level have beer. outlined ^^ is app-irei;t that in the
visible region, selection of either the blue or red end of the
spectrum allows o n e to minimise the effects of either observational
zenith angle or of solar zenith angle respectively.	 In both cases,
the change in overall signal level caused by azimuthal variatio>,
in beam direction will be small compared with zenith angle effects
B: Nonthermal Rad4ation from the Upper Atmosphere
Most of the energy emitted in the visible near infrared,
and ultraviolet spectral regions by the upper atmosprnere is non-
thermal in nature; that is, it i- s emitted from states which are
riot in thermal equilibrium with their surroundings -lie energy
from a given spectral region is usually appreciably higher than
that which would be emitted by a blackbody radiator at the kinetic
temperature of the gas, and the spectral distribution of emission
is distinctly non--Planekian. Nonthermal processes :which contribute
to this emission include resonant scatter, resonant fluorescence,
Rayleigh scatter, Mie scar.ter in the daytime, and a variety of
chemical and electronic excitation processes, which contribute to
the right airglow	 The night sky airglow spectrum as observed
from the grouwld (ly^ is illustrated. in Figure 11
	
T-wo important
characterisi_ics of the source of rontnermal emission are their
altitude distribution and their intensity. If one is given a
so>>rce of sufficient intensity to make it appear to lie a feasible
probing signal, the altitude of i*.s emission then becomes the
pertinent. factor. If we are interested mainly in tropospheric
problems such as meteorology, then it is appropriate to consider
only sources of emission (or extinction) which are loc2lized to
the troposphere because then the total effective beam. /length will
be reduced, on the other hand, if ionospheric measurements are
IIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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of interest, or those in the mesosphere, it is appropriate to
choose emission sources which are not only localized to these
regions but which will have the minimum reaction in the remainder
of their path to either the satellite or the ground-based detector
A ground based ionospheric cross beam measurement utilizing a
visible nonthermal radiation as a probing signal would suffer
tropospheric scatter and extinction effects
	
An alternative
experiment could consist of a satellite based measurement of an
ultraviolet nonthermal emission feature for which the optical patn
below some calculable altitude would beco-ne opaque,
in addition to absolute irlteY,sity
	 and altitude distri-
bution, the intensity of the sources with respect to background
emissions in the same spectral range are important For example,
in the daytime the dayglow nonthermal emissions are superimposed
upon a brilliant scattered sunlight background. Thus the problem
becomes one of separating a low--intensity line emission feature
from the background Fraunhofer solar spectrum 	 Various techniques
have been developed to accomplish this,hut the technological
feasibility of their application to the cross beam remote-sensing
technique appears to be questionable at present
	
However,
scattering in resonance or resonance fluorescence lines appears
as a strong feature of the twilight sky and may provide a suitable
tool for some upper atmospheric studies
	 At nighttime the non.
thermal emissions which are important appear to be much more
intense than the background continuum from the sky including
zodiacal light, gegenschein, continuum airglow, and starlight
Scattered moonlight presents a background problem, however and
the presence of added scattering centers such as salt spray or
dust in the troposphere creates even more background noise
The problem of separation of a desired spectral line
emission feature from a continuum-like background ma y be
formulated in terms of a signal to noise ratio incorporating the
total line intensity, the background spectral intensity and the
IIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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passband of the optical s ystem	 The signal is the intensit y of
the emission line expressed as the spectral intensity multiplied
by the gaussian linewidth at nalf maximum	 fthe noise or background
signal intensity is defined b y the continuum emission spectral
intensity multiplied by the input passband of Lhe instrument
lnsofar as narrow band incerferer.ce filters may be used to reduce
the spectral passband of the optical aetector, it is apparent that
for a given emission line and given background conditions, the
passband of the filter will control the signal to noise ratio
For a typical airglow line intensity of 300 R*=10 1Ilw/em2ster),
the signal to background ratio may bE plotted over a range of
background scattered light intensities from the lower limit of
the starlight plus zodiacal light intensity to the upper limit
`	 of full da y light. -Ihe passband values of the optical filters are
parametric in the illustration of this relationship in Figure 18:
It is clear that as the filter bandwidth decreases to the limit
of the gaussian line width, the signal to background ratio is
still below unit y during full daylight	 In fact, the value of
i s /l b in full daylight is approximately 10 4 . On the other hand,
selection of a suitably narrow bandwidth during nighttime conditions
allows reasonable probe signal intensity to background intensity
ratios to he maintained e ,
 .,en during full mocn.Light 	 However,
(	 current practices in airglow measurement usually limit operations
between the last quarter to first quarter phases of the moon.
Evaluation of the utility of upper atmospheric nonthermal
emission features for cress beam probing signals is not
quantitatively possible with the possible exception of the acemic
oxygen emission features at 55 7 7 A and 15300 A. in general these
two emissions have been studied in. enough detail that their
temporal and spatial characteristics are reasonably well known,
as well as the altitude range of their emission. 	 The known
characteristics of d number of airglow spectral features are
presented in Table Ik with an evaluation of their applicability
to cross beam experimental variables 	 in eacn case of emission
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TABLE IV APPLIrATI' ,N OF
~	 Spectral 'reaturc Intensitv	 ( R) Altitude Background
	
lR A)
( Xm 1
6pecle Irinsition NiF',t IBC	 Ill
Aur,ra
Div Night
Continuum
iim
or
Day
Continuu-
I
Bandj I
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	 107656L82 !'^ OH(6,1)
2P —>	 2L 5 3 x	 10 3 1 ---	 L) 6 x	 1074,861. 33 H t3
2.801 N off	 I x-7r	 i1,0>
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1.66cr1 (5,3)
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1.582 (4,2) 1	 x	 106
1.5051 (3,1) 1.5	 x	 105 ---
1.2901 (8,5) 5	 x 10"
1.212 r1 (7.4) 5	 x	 10" -'
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APPLICATION OF IrPFFR ATMrr-,I!'-.' NON-THEMAL EMISSION TV rROSS BEAM F.%PFRIMFNTS
'R/A1 —^- --
0av Range of	 Intensity Variation Type of Variation Baseline of Cross Approximate Range Nighttime
I
miinuum Beam System Signal to Noise RstiOLA-
	 IA
= 1 3 x 10
. 100% Temporal and Spatial 100 km 0.02 to 100
=1
2	 x	 11) n 100% Temporal and Spatial 250 km 0.008	 to 50
1 x 10 Unknown Temporal and Spatial 100 km poorly defined
10 61	 x
I
Unknown Temporal and Spatial 100 km poorly defined
-^ G x 10 7 Unknown Unknown Not determined 2 x 10
-j
 to 2
+) 1 x 108
Unknown Unknown Not determined Not determined
+) I x 108
5 x 10
Unknown Unknown. Not determined Not determined
2 x lu7	 Unknown Unknown Not determined Not determined
6 x	 107 Unknown Unknown Not determined Nct determined
5 x	 10" Unknown Unknown Not determined .got determined
1 X	 lu° Unknown Unknown Not determined Not determined
Unknown Unknown Not determined Not determined
Unknowtt Unknown Not determined Not determined
Unknown Unknown Not determined Not determined
! x	 io7
features having unknown or poorly defined characteristics, mure
basic experimental measurements .ire required before detallea
determination of feasibility ,f their appli-atlkr. ;u the cru5s
beam experiment may be determined
1	
C	 Atmospheric Fluctuati ur.s at hign Altitade5
'he density of the upper atmosphere enhibits variations
which are both periodic and randum in nature	 in the first
category are the solar cyclical variatLOnz, in upper atmosphe ric
heating rate ond the diurnal, semidiurnal a:.d lanar tides
Disturbances in density of ar irregular nature also occur wherein
the probability of the disturbance is correlat^d With solar cycle
i	
or other periodic temporal variations, magnetic storms contribute
this type of density variation. The- random c,:)mporent of atmospheric
density fluctuation is primarily the result of turbulence produced
by wind shear and by the decay of wave like disturbdnLes at high
altitudes
	 The region of turbulence in neutral particle density
extends to approximately i'0 kilometers where an abrspt transition
from turbulent diffusion to molecular diffusion takes place. The
existence and characteristics of the "turbopause" has beer, the
object of intense study and the source of cuntruversy in the
recent past
Above the region known as the turbopause, atmospneric
neutral density is generally in a regicr, cf higc, hydrud_.namical
stability because of the positive temperature gradient ar.d the
continued decrease in kinem-:tic viscosity, thus making the
Richardson criterian for stability tend more and more to the
stable regime	 The ionized gas,however,exhibits fluctuations
in ion and electron density which may contribute to a fluctuating
probe signal- Most of the electron density fluctuations at higher
altitude are believed to be field aligned, i.e , the major axis
of the density fluctuation, ellipsoid is aligned along the
geomagnetic field 	 As will be shown later in this section, little
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-is knwn about the source, LengLn ar,d t111te scales of the
fluctuatior,s, and their mean trar.sporL %- har3cter.LsL1Ls such as
drift rates
BtLause the cross beam rerr,oLe ser,stng te,nr.ique depends
Upon correlation of a ,i6nai from a common. \,AUTI.e ,vtrlch is
StdListically independer,L from the iluLLuatll,g slgndls from the
remainder of the bear. volume, emptlasis it, this se-cLlur, is placed
upon the statistically lnaeper.dei,L sources Of f luctuatior.s, malr•ly
the atmospheric density turbulence below tht turbopause	 Although
it may be possible tc, utilize the density %ariatior.s meanir.giully
in long wavelengths distsl-bances sucn as the aLvustic gravitational
waves or the atmosphere,- tidal wave compor,er:Ls, Lhes` are speci,:l
cases which require a different analytical approach 	 One important
exception: is the stuay of long wavelength d1SLurba1'.ces by tneir
modification of emission inters- LL ), it. a thin layer wherein th-2
lower a,-,d nigher _altitude comp.,r,er.LS 01 Lne wave will ncL be
observed because of the lack of emission. of a probe signal
in order to evaluate the ieasibiliLy of utilizing
turbulence at high altitudes as a iluLLUaLlon wecnanism, knuwleage
of the temporal scales d[-,d length scales of these aisLurbar,ces is
required	 because of the lack of cefinlLive experimental data on
all aspects of this problem, an analytical interpreLation of the
experimental data is summarized it, this section
the pa-cameLers treat are necessary LU d;:--ilr,e a turbulence
field are listed beiv'w
^L)	 1ne cn^r ^)'
by viscous
k2) the values
and lat-ges
dissipaLed per unit came per unit mass
action on the srr.a 1 les L edales
of ,^o and .il , the scale of the smallest
L eddies,
(3) The value W, the rate at which energy is being
supplied Lu Lrie largest eddies
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(4)	 the shape of F(k) the energy density spectral
function	 F;, k) dk is energy per unit mass associated
witt y eddies of wave r,umber between k and k + dk
(3) Expressions connecting_ o'	 1 " f
If we consider a vel.:city f firer r _: ",burr v I OLL.urring Ln :i
region of size k`  111 a fluid with ktr,emati,- viscosity 3', tiler. it
can be shown that for f lut- tuat ions of size ` to occur. we need
the conditiot}-
( V I 3 /t ) /(v 12/), 2 ) = ( v l j rr ) = Re t ^ ) > Rekcrtt)
= R
e	 ^>
where R t ) is the inner Rey-olds r " amt)er of fiuctuations ofe
size	 Experimentally v I teas be s_:-, oticwr, to increase witty
ar-.d so if o is the scar=	 t Lne sti,a1lest fluctuatlor., R e `	 ;
R e y 1 0 ) for all	 c	 Alb,- t
, i	 t (j for E1 	 tt er.,
"thus we Have a pic turn oL energy oeir.g ha.,:ded
Gown from larger to smaller eddies 1-11:t11 it reaches the eddies
of size (
c 
where it is dissipated as Treat by viscosity
In discussing the atrr„)splreric turbulei:ce and diffusion.
the important pi r3meters are the eddy diffusior, coefficient, the
eddy viscosity coefficient, and ttie edd_,•
 coefficient of neat
conduction " 	.arse i_ueificien ts are, In general, considered equai
and are denoted by K,	 he justi.ficatiun for tni6 may be found
in experiments of Pasquill •,Ref LU G End wittl tie theory of Ogura
-,Ref	 2l)
the first estimate of __ above 80 kilometers was that of
Booker (Ref L?)	 booker started witrr the Richardson number.
R =
	
_ 
"z_ t I 1
-dv
k3z)
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which	 is	 considered	 to be	 a r,ondimer,slur^al	 pirair.eter whi,-h b.ala,:ces
the de	 stabilizing effects	 )l	 wind	 stiear	 against	 th%2	 stabilizing
effects
	
of	 grave t %-	 and	 thern.a 1	 gr idier,t	 ne	 -115.,	 _issumed	 the
turbulence	 to	 be	 in	 i	 quasi	 equilibririn, st_ite,	 ar.d,	 for	 such	 a
state.	 R i	has	 the	 value	 of	 unity	 It,e	 inverse	 fal.-,ticir,	 of	 the
angul it	 veto,- ity	 i	 the	 turbulent	 ead,	 Ir,OL1 ,--c	 i^	 tnC	 -_narac.Leriscic
time	 of	 ttie	 largest	 eddies	 sing	 a	 sL.iodard	 aunusptlere,	 ir,d	 the
expressions	 relating 	 and i	 vari,,.ts	 experi.nenters
o ,	1 .	 ,
have found	 the values of	 the	 turbulence parameters	 t er ,	 Cu,	 K, 3V
and ";	 discussed above:	 I'tiese data are summarized i	 ;able
The upper atmospheric 	 turbulence p-irameters summarized
in "fable ^ may	 he utilized	 to define	 the	 appliLable cross beansl
experimental variables,	 ar,d ir. particular	 the geoaleLrical	 variables
which define	 the	 beam crossing c" iracCe rlSLiCe	 All of	 L_ie data
- are	 related	 to altitudes
	
below	 the "turbopause"	 at	 about	 ills	 krr,
_ because neutral atmospheric	 inriomogenieties	 and t1ru-se present	 in
the ionized constituenLs	 abc.ve this	 t tituae are probably
described by different	 theory	 Ltian that utilized herein 	 the
cross beam experimentai variables appropridLe	 to measurenierits of
atmospheric
	
turbulel.Le betwee l, about	 50 a.nd	 110 krrL are	 summarized
in	 fable	 ', t,
Iwo altitude ranges
	
arm	 deiir.ed by	 tt-11Z partlLuiar	 emission
feature observed	 It emissicr. of	 ttr,^ green	 line	 k5577 A)	 of	 atomic
oxygen	 is used as	 the prc:bing signal	 tner,	 the altitude r arge ever
which	 turbulent structure may be mcasured is appruximatel).	80 to
120 km,	 if on the other hard One of 	 the 01 'Meisel bands is
observed.	 then	 the altitude	 range	 accessible	 to eKperic,ent	 is
approximately 50 to 90 km 	 Because the geometrical parameters of
the cross beau, system are not	 too Ser sitiv e 	 cu	 this	 cr. ir.ge	 in	 th-
altitude range
	 the set which is given is usdble for	 the entire
50	 to	 1.20 km region
Fio , .ever,	 geometrical paranirtcr^	 are	 sensitive	 to	 the	 scaie
of	 turbulence which
	 is	 to be observed	 if	 Lh e [i', alI, 	 gJJI	 of	 the
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cross beam experiment is to define the turbuient spectrum ,;tier
its entire inertial 'range , Lne; the beam diameter at aLtiLude must
be approximatel y 1/^ of the sndllest s.-ale Lurbalence tt. be
observed, i e the microscale distance <	 0.. Lne ,ether nand,
excellent information or, turbalenL transpurt ire the Lower Wave
number portion of the Spectrum mdy be ubtained with 3r, experimental
beam diameter about 1%5 of the scale ler.gtn L wnicn is typically
about I km at an altitude of 100 kin in cor.tr35L to the 10 to
100 ureters microscale lengtn	 7ne cress beam expe-rimental v-iriabies
are givers in Table 1 for both -azes
D	 Deceratir,atiCri of Mean '^.alues of ,\uTT.ber DC:.^,i t y from
p lume l.mis,,ion Rate rIUCLUaLion6
'Ihe ke y
 analytiL31 task whicn is reLjuired ir, order t,
relate the measurement of a two: bean, correlation product to the
number dersiE% profile of 3n atmospheric species iz, the complete
specification of the photocr-emistry of the eMittl-Lg Species and
those species witn whim it interacts
	 _ L_tla sec LIOR the
general problem is outlined foi: diffe rent types of interactions,
e.g linear and non linear exciLed SLate prod-.icuor. reacLi.Dns,
de- exxcitatior. b,- collisiur. dr.d by radidLion ir: Lne aesired taa%e-
length
Ihe time variation in number density of dr. excited species
ciesigi 3ted as \„ is aFtermir-.--d b y
 tt^e rclati •ve rates of rWo classes
of processes, excitat i oni and de cxcitation	 :ni5 i5 analytically
described b y
 the dl.fferer.tial e r
.
LiALi:..r_ dlti ,: /aL = Excitation rate
De excitation rate where Lne exci.ratlo.. may be caused by radiative
effect
+ hV -	 ti ., , kEr
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by collisional effects with another specie
N+MAN-, +Mor N,+M;^, ke^m	 \`^
or by collisional effects with Lne same species
N + N	 N-,+N or 
Tne k's refer to the reaccion
Another excitation3l process,
important with respect to ato
dependence of exciLaLion rate
+ N
	 kecr.	 >>
rates with the appropriate units.
the Crinpr:uar: reactior_, k JO) is
nic onygen ar.d produl-es a cubic
upon. der s Ly
0 + 0	 0 —3 02 1 + 0%Z, keen
De-excitational processes which will Ce considErec are radiatitie
de excitatior,:
N	 N + hV , kDr =	 Ln^f E.ir.stein tLansition probability
\^1
and collisional de-excitaLio:: with vLner species
N -< + M --,. N + M^ , kDcm	 \oj
I'he di.fterential equaticn repre6eNLI1,g Lhe time behavior of the
population o£ the excited state is,
dN , /dt = keT N + kecm N M + kecn IN + kech
	
1\3	
^`^
- k D r	 N ,. - k-Dcm 'N'.  - i
The simplest procedure to fo11uw to solve for the volume emission
rate of Lne radi3Lior. fr,.m proses:
	
) in Lermb of the mear. au- ,,-,it
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of the interacting cor:stltuents iz, L,. con,,idtr this equation to
be deterministic in describing the behavior of the aver,ige
population of the excited state. and Lu as sume then that or, the
average a temporal steadv state exists
	 Ihen Lr,e differer_tial
expression is equated to zero and solved tL-r Lrie volume erriLssi.,n
intensity,	 kDr i^ as a fULo-Lijr_ of p,.,palatior: of Lne
species included in the expression-
1 (h ) ) = k	 N + k	 N m-r k	 N -r v:
	
ti} 	 ; 3 ;
er	 ecru	 ecr,	 eCti
I,I ^ k
Dcm M/kDr)
In most cases, the expression can be simnplified to a function of
m
number density to a single power L-e , I kh) j « (h) , wnere
m = 0, 1, Z, .)r 3	 in order to treat the f1uLtaatlOn5 of volume
emission intensit y; in terms of tLe number density fluct-, atior, of
the constituents, the differential form must be used-
	
k + k	 M+ 'k	 N+ A	 NZwhe re
 f (N, M) _ -er^_ ecm _=y _-ec,.^ 	 ech^y-_ (1Jj
(1 + klicn-L :,ii kDr )
k	 N	 ic.-
i^c ^.
	
g (N ; M) = -ecm --	 k-	 t	 )M ' 1 + k	 Mi k )(1 + kD`m ,M/kDr)	 Gr	 Dcm	 Dr
I t Is seer, Lha : there are two, f luc tua Lirrg components of number
density which must be aCLour,Led tor, the species of interest N
and the average atmospheric molec-aie de;«iLy t`,, which accounts
for the de -excitation. processes and for the 11-near excitation
process (equation _ ) , 'If neither of these processes are
applicable to the photochemistry of the species N, then
of the equation is greatly simplliled becduae r.,.-n M terms re-to It
-j )
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Solution of this volume emission intensit y fluctuatior.
equation in terms of mean density of the species of interest, N,
requires a further physical condition: the relative fluctuation
ratio of all species are equal i e , 1^ N/ N = Vi/M = AN' /N' =
Hence, in addition to the equivalence of the instantaneous values
p N%N the values of the rms deviation are equivalent also, e.g
QN) 1 /N Z = ^ bM) /M Z 	From a physical standpoint, this condition
is justified if the fluctuation level is small enough that the
second order terms in particle interactions do not seriously
affect the mean density of particles. 	 Ili-3t is, the overall rates
of non-linear chemical interactions are riot significantly
affected by departure of the density from its mean value 	 One
must also require that the energy removed by the emitted "probe"
radiation does not significantl y affect the thermodynamical state
of the medium with respect to the energy of the fluctuation input
mechanism	 In the case of upper atmospheric turbulence and airglow
emission it has been shown that turbulence is not a strong energy
input to the airglow process itself, hence airglow emission serves
as a good non-interacting prube signal.
Insofar as the cross beam remote sensing technique operates
with the correlation coefficients or Lne Lu o beam product values
of the fluctuating probe signal, further analysis will continue on
this line	 Because the measured intensity fluctu-ition is the
integral of a large number of volume emission rates, quantities
relating to local experimental volume number density must be
derived from correlation measurements, not from volume emission
fluctuations themselves.
The average two beam intensity flu ,-tua.ion product is
p 1 61 1111, = fZ <AN 2 > + gl`^r1 L + 2 fg < 01 A N)
k iz)
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it Lhe value of the two beam intensit y fluctuation product is
obtained at two different spectral wavelengths wherein either
the function f and g or both are different, i e f l = f 2 and/or
g l
 = 9 2 , then the ratio of the two experimental values is given
by
T = 11 <Ly`> + g1 C611 `` + 2f 1 g 1 <^N L M>	 13
f2 ^f N 2> + g2 6M2 ) + 2f 2 g., ^6 I\ M^
Because the functions i l , r` , g l , and 9 2 are known and can be
numerically evaluated as a function of altitude, the equation
relating T, these functions, and the mean value of N/M may be
solved through substitution of the equations WN = a M/M The
relationship of N/M to the experimental quantities and the
functions f and g is the quadratic expression
T2 ( f1 - Tf ?1 + 2M (f 1 g 1 - Tf 2 9 2 ) + (91 -T g2) = 0
(14)
The complexity of this expression precludes its numerical
evaluation unless a specific case is considered wherein the value
of f and g are explicitly known. Therefore a specific example,
that of the atomic ox ygen density profile in the upper atmosphere
is treated in the fcllowing section.
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E	 Ox ygen Allotrope Photochemistry
In order to show the pplication of oxygen airglow measure-
ments to a current problem of research interest in aeronomy, the
photochemistr y of the oxygen allotropes is investigated in detail
This is probably the best known of the upper atmospheric interaction
s ystems in terms of dependability of measured reaction rates, and
agreement of the aeronomical research community as to the reactions
which take place. The quantitative relationship of volume emission
rates of the 5577 A OI line and the near infrared band systems of
0.) to the volume density of 01 and 0 2 , are described.
The nighttime photochemistry of the ox ygen allotropes 0,
0 21 0 3 in the upper atmosphere between about 60 and 120 km depends
upon the excitation and loss rates of four principal excited
stated, O(1D) , O(1S) , OZ ( l L g) , and 0 2 ( 1 ^ g) , These states are
the upper levels of the transitions of the main :tight airglow
emission for oxvgen from which are emitted the 5577 A and 6300 A
green and red lines of atomic ox ygen, and the infrared atmospheric
(IRA) and atmospheric (A) bands of molecular oxygen: Term diagrams
describing these excited states with respect to ground state energy
are illustrated in Figures 19 and 20. Because the intensity emitted
by each of these spectral features is related to atomic oxygen
density, they serve as usefsl remote sensing probe signals.
Energeticall y
 they include virtually all of the energy emitted
`	 from oxygen in the nightglow.
The major energ y source.for formation of the excited states
is the three body atomic oxygen recombination reaction (30) in the
nighttime and the excitation of the very long-lived metastable
levels ( 1 1 9) and ( 1 d g ) of molecular oxygen in the daytime, The
long radiative lifetimes of all four excited states place `hem in
the metastable category, but the 01 (1D) state is efficiently
quenched by collisions in the 60-100 km region of interest, hence
eliminating the 6300 A line as a usab.e source of probing signal
from this region,
II r RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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For purposes of this specific ahalytica: inquiry, we
J
consider the probing signals provided by the 5577 A oxygen green
line, and Lhe 8645 A, 0^ k
,
0-1) atmospheric bard	 ;:_e volume
emission intensities of these radiations .ire controlled by the
volume densities of the excited states,
1 5577 A A 557 0 `10)
I  °= AA 0Z (L^.)
are not to be
of all of the
are coupled
sional processes.
summarized in
Although the Other excited state emissions
considered explicitly, we must cor.,ider the effect
excited states initially because ,:heir populations
both through radiation processes and through colli
The excited state formation and Loss reactions are
Table VII
In order to construct the differer.tiai egaations describing -
the time behavior of the excited states of interest, the importance
of each reaction must be evaluated ir. terms of its effect upon
overall state population as a function of altitude, lnen, unimportant
reactions may be elim_nated, thus simplifying the solution of the
equations. The important formation and loss reactions for Lhe
atomic oxygen states from Table '41i are grapheO as a function of
altitude in Figures 21 to 26	 (.or.sideration of the formation and
loss reactions for the 02 llC gj state leads t- the conclusion that
some of the pertinent reaction rates are not well enough known to
enable one to establish the most important processes
	
the 0	
+
^^1u g^
state, which is the more important of the molecular oxygen
metastable levels for this analysis, is formed primarily by two
processes in the nighttime and is quenched primarily through
radiation of the atmospheric band. The altitude dependence of the
formation rates credte the possibility of furtner simplification
of the photochemistry because belo%,, about aD km, a single reaction
IIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
TABLE VII PRINCIPAL EXCITED STATE FOR^tATION AND LOSS
REACTIONS (NIGHTTIME)
REACTION RATE REFERENCE
O(1S) EXCITATIONS
0 + 0 + 0 ^ O(1S) + 0 2 k = 2 x 10-34 Cm  sec-1 31
0+ + e -O(1S) + 0(3P) k = 2 x 10-7 Cm  sec-1 32
O(1S) MENCHING REACTIONS
O(1S)	 --► O(1D)	 + h- k = A 557 7 	=	 1.3	 sec -1 33
O(1S) +
O(1S) +M
0(3P)	 > 2 O(1D)
>0+M*
k = 1 x i0 -13 cm 3 sec -1 34
O(1D) EXCITATION REACTIONS
O(1S) + 0(3P)	 • 20(1D) k = 1 x 10 13 Cm  sec-1 34
O(1S) .	 O(1D) + h. k = A5577=	 1.3	 sec -1 33
IO(1D) QUENCHING REACTIONS
O(1D)	 + 0 2 ( 3 	-)	 02(1	 ^) + 0(3P)	 k = 1 x 10 -11 cm 3 sec -1 35
O(1D) + M	 -0(3P) + M* k = 3 x	 1	 11	 cm 3 sec -10 36
O(1D)--- 0(3P)	 + h k = A6300= 0.009 sec -1 33
0 2 ( 1 	.g) EXCITATION REACTIONS
0 2 (". 	) + 0 2 ( 1(.)	 '0 2 ( 1 	}	 + 02(3'.-) k = 3 x 10
-14	 to 2 x 10 15 37,33,39
0(3P) + C	 "` + M-+02(1 +) + D'B k = 1.4 x 10
-36 cm 	 sec	 if M=N 2 40
O(1D) + 0 2 (' )-0	 07(1	 g) + 0(3P) k = '	 x 10 11 cm 	 sec -1 41
0q( 1 +) QUENCHING REACTIONS
0 2 '1 g) -+ 0 2 ( 3 `	 + h 3 (Atmospheric)g ) k = Aa = 0.14	 sec -1 42,43
0 2 ( 1^ ' g) --^
 02 (l t- 9 ) + h v (Noxon) k = AN, =	 2.5	 x 10-3 see -1 44
0 ')	 g ) + M 4 0,,* + fit; k = 3 x 10 18 Cm  sec-1 if M=0 2 '0
1 x 10 18 cm 	 sec -1 if M=N 2 44
i 02(1-7+) + O j	 - ► 209(3.;-) + 0 k = 4 x 10 
13 
cm 	 sec -1 45
i U"(IL g ) EXCITATION REACTIONS
u(1D) + 0 2 -X0 2 ( 1 ' ed + O(3P) k = 1	 Y 10 -11 cm 	 sec -- 35
0 + 0 + 0	 -+ 0	 ( 1L) + O(1S) k = 2 x 10 -34 cm 	 sec -1 31
0 + 0 +
g
M	 ---1, 0 1 ( . .	 )	 +	 M k = 3 x 10 -33 cm6 sec -1 46
0 2 ! l
 
	 g) > 02-( 	 + b y (Noxon)9 1 k = Ay =	 2.5 x 1 0 -3 sec
02(1G 8 ) OUENCHING REACTIONS
0 ') ( 1_.^) -^ 0 2 ( 3 ; 9 )	 + n.' (IRA) k - A I RA= 1.9 x 10 4 sec
-1 43
2 O ( 1G )	 s 0 2 (	 1 '+ l	 + 0	 ( 3--	 )
B
k = 3	 x	 1.0 -1 ``
	cm 3	sec 39
01) 1 21 1.	 )^+ M-y 0 2 U	 1 + M* k = 1 x	 10 18 ca. 3 sec -1 36
10^(	 G 
el
e ) + 0 3	 > 2 0 
9
2 + 0 k = 1.5 x	 10	 14	 CIA 	 sec -1 47
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predominates. Above 95 kni, two excitatiot. reactions must be
considered.
Explicit formulation of the differential en'uations for time
behavior of the excited states is allowed b y the previous simplifi-
cation.
d 0 ( 1 S) /dt = kech (0)3	 kDcm 0(1S)	 1,
d 0 2
 ^ l^ g) /dt = kecm. 0^ 1 D) 0^ ^'^ gj + kecn (0 ^ 2 (M)	 t_8)
kDr2 02 ig)
The emission intensity for 5577 A and atmospheric band radiation is
then-
1=577	 kech (0)3	 ^1a)
IA8645	 kecm 0 ( 1D ) 01 l3s g) T keen (0)2 (M)	 k20)
Following the previously discussed general development, the volume
emission intensity fluctuations may now be written in terms of the
species density fluctuations -
.
15577 = 3 kech ko) 2 C (0)
1 A8645	 kecm 0 1D )	 02 ^'^' g ) + k ecm 02 ( 3 -, g ) D 0( 1D)
k22)
+
ecn W)2	 M + 2 kecn l 0 ) ( M) L (0)
The altitude distribution of average volume emission rates of these
features are illustrated in Figure 27.
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Below about 95 km a good approximation to the atmospheric
band emission intensity fluctuation is
L 1 A8645	 keen (0) 1
 LM + 2 keen (M) ( ) A(0)	 (2s)
Further anal y tical development is based upon two assumptions-
The first, that the excited state population is approximately in
steady state conditions at a constant density,allows equating the
der =_vative to zero so solution of the equation is obta'-ned directly
in terms of the average excited state density: The second
assumption is that the fractional- fluctuation of species density
is proportional to that of all other species i.e.,
	
6 0 	 AM	 N h/.
	0
	 ( -4)
This states that the fluctuations in density of individual species
caused by the external mechanism which creates overall density
fluctuations do not create non-linear effects with respect to other
species density. That is, the fluctuations are linear about an
average value for each species.
The first assumption may be justified iri terms of the time
re quired for a measurement versus the time requi ,d for a detectable
change in species density. For the strongest or most non-linear
reaction, the three body Chapman reaction, the maximum rate of
change of atomic oxygen density is about 10 2 atoins/cm 3 second
This is compared with an average density of 10 12 atoms/cm 3 , It is
obvious that even very long integration times (10 4 seconds) will
not produce significant changes in average density. The emission
from the excited states is closely coupled to average density and
its changes because the excite) states lifetimes for 0(1D) and
0 ( 15" +) are about 0.7 and 7 seconds, respectively. Fluctuati,)ns
2	 g
in density faster than this value will be integrated out if
strictly temporal averaging is considered. (Note- if spatial
averaging is accomplished by sweeping one or both beams, then this
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rargument is unnecessary)
The second assumption is ha y ed upur, the physical mechanism
which drives the fluctuations It is reasonable to assume that on
a -,mall sc^ile, the overall density flucLUatiur^ acts upon eal-h
species in the same manner 	 the cor.star.cy of the fractiunal
fluctuation ratio with altitude is not recruited, however, nor
does this clssunPLiorl have to hold for times 1(,rger thar. a 5ir.gle
measurement	 This additionally implies ti l at a fluctuating density
does not drive tf;e system away from equilibrium tnroagn a strung
non linear interaction such as the Cnapman three body recumbination
of atomic oxygen	 Ihis assumption may be quantitatively evalaated
by consideration of the expansion of the equaLior. for Lne r,umber
density of the excited 0 15) state
_	 3	 3
1 5577 - 1 5577	 ` 5577	 kech ^0	 0 7
the instantaneous value of atomic oxygen aer.sity is 0 = 0 + ^0,
this
L, 1 5571	 kech `03 + 30 1	 0 + 3 0 80 z +	 !. 0) }
	 6 ')j	 k /5)
+	 The ratio of the first fluctuation Letm. 0 ` i . ', 0;, Lo the second,
C,(p 0) 2 , is simply proporLijrat to the iro.erse of the fractioral
fluctuation level. For example if Lhe fzacLiundl iluctuaLlor. is
1%, chE ri the ratio of the first fluctuation term to Lhe second is
10C, and the error ir,LroduLed by ignoring Lne record term is about
1% on the measured value of the first or linear term 	 For smaller
fractional fluctuation values, ever, smaller errors result from this
assumption	 For larger fractional fluctuation values, for example,
as could exist in d spatial sweep of the 5511 A line, errors would
soon approach the 100 percent value	 However, ever, this large an
error could conceivably be aCLeptable because Lne density of atomic
oxygen at a given altitude may not be known to better than an order
Of magnitude
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Using the values of the excitation and quenching reaction
rates for the states of interest, it is possible to construct a
quantitative evaluation of the theor, , and to derive the variation
of magnitude of the fluctuation ratio with altitude expressed in
Equation 13	 the theory in Lhis section allows explicit evalUd Lion
of the functions f l
, 9 1 , f 2 of the previous section.	 These ire-
Lf 1 = 3 kech ^0)
g l= 0
	
F k0 1D) CO L l^ ^	 l0) jJ ,) (C D)I
f ? kecm0_ + ---	 —i r s kecr^0) l M 1l )	 l )^
g L = 0
Then
T=	 3 k	 i0 L	 L	 r ^/ k	 0 1v )_I OL ^.Olech	 i ecm l	 k0)
+ ^U-`--- 35 --Z—^l	 ` Lv1•	 r i k	 kO i kM) ^ (0)	 ]	 ecn
These expressions were obtained through use of the relationship
^ 010 = A M/M = 60 2 /O Z etc, Because the severai fluctuating
quantities may be related to either the atomic oxygen density
fluctuation or to the neutral density fluctuation in more than
one way, the functions f and g ::ire not unique 	 Depending upon
the particular theory and application, these functions may be
chosen to allow the simplest numerical computations to be done
It may be seen L- h -i t the expez imer. t a l value of i - thus depencis upon
only one unknown, the atomic oxyger, average der.sity, the
analytically determined mear, densities of the excited states
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0(1D) and 0 2 ( T- ,),and the mean value of neutral particle density
M which Tray be determined from a model atmosphere with sufficient
accuracv. The fiuctuatine quantities'^0'> 2 are eliminated	 in
practice, insofar as the mean values of the excited state densities
would not be directly measurable, tnei_r computed values would
moat likel y be varied in order to obtain a best fit to the
experimental data
i
t
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III	 SUMARY AND CONCLUS10NS
The feasibilit y study reported herein has investigated
the applications of the cross beam remote sens'_ng technique to
problems of atmospheric research. Iwo general classes of problems
have been considered, those related to the troposphere and to
meteorology, and those related to upper atmospheric aeronomy
The latter class has received primary attention in this study
The results ma y be summarized simp ly as follows.
1) The technological feasibility of measuring
fluctuations in intensity of scattered sunlight
from the troposphere as a remote sensing probe was
demonstrate-1 analytically.
b
q	 2) The technological feasibilit y of measuring
fluctuations in intensity of non-thermal radiation
emitted from the upper atmosphere as a remote sensing
probe signal was demonstrated analytically
3) Feasibilit y of interpreting the intensity
fluctuations prom upper atmosphere non-thermal
emission from oxygen allotropes in terms of the
mean density profile of atomic oxygen was
eemonstrated analytically.
In conclusion, it mtut be emphasized that feasibilit y of
application of the cross beam remote sensing experiment must be
measured against the specific app l ication and must include
consideration of the elements which constitute feasibilit y	In
the limiting sense of this statement, the stud y reported herein
is very restricted in that the methodology of proof of feasibilit%•
is outlined and applied in detail to only a limited class of
problems.
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